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12.0 Contaminated Materials
12.1 Introduction
An investigation was performed to identify hazardous waste and contaminated
material  sites  in  the study area of  the Columbia  Pike  Transit  Initiative  (“the
project”). The basic components of the investigation included a historical
records  search,  public  agency  file  review,  and  a  site  reconnaissance  of  the
study area. The results of the contaminated materials assessment are
described below.

12.2 Methodology
A Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) corridor study, consistent with
the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Process, American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard E1527-05 and All Appropriate Inquiry
(AAI) Standards, was conducted for the study area. In addition, previous Phase
I  ESAs  completed  for  relevant  portions  of  the  study  by  other  projects  were
reviewed.  A  records  search  was  provided  by  InfoMap  Technologies,  Inc.
(InfoMap) to screen specified federal and state databases up to a half-mile of
the  proposed  alignment,  which  were  not  screened  as  part  of  the  Phase  I
Environmental Site Assessment scope of work performed by Greenhorne and
Ohara for Arlington County’s Columbia Pike Multimodal Street Improvements
Project in August 2009.

As  a  supplement  to  these  investigations,  the  United  States  Environmental
Protection Agency’s (USEPA) Comprehensive Emergency Response
Compensation and Liabilities Information System (CERCLIS) online database
and the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ) available online
databases  were  reviewed  for  the  proposed  alignment  of  the  Columbia  Pike
Transit Initiative and the properties immediately adjacent to the corridor not
previously  surveyed.  The  VDEQ  databases  reviewed  include  the  Solid  Waste
Facilities/Landfill Sites in Virginia, Petroleum Releases, the Current
Underground  Storage  Tank  (UST)  and  Aboveground  Storage  Tank  (AST)
Registrations, the Voluntary Remediation Program (VRP) Sites (Completed and
Planned), and the VDEQ Pollution Response Program.

Historical aerial photographs, historical Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, and
historical topographic maps were also reviewed to assess historical land
modifications  over  time  and  identify  the  types  of  developments  within  the
study area.

A site reconnaissance was completed on August 17 and 18, 2010 to confirm the
findings  of  the  database  and  records  investigations  and  to  determine  if  any
site conditions or areas of concern were present along the proposed
alignment.

12.2.1 Data Sources
AECOM, site reconnaissance, August 17 and 18, 2010;
Environmental FirstSearch Report (InfoMap Technologies), East
Extension  Arlington County/Fairfax County, VA 22202, dated July 27,
2010;
Environmental FirstSearch Report (InfoMap Technologies), Mid-
Alignment Alternative, Arlington County/Fairfax County, VA 22211,
dated July 27, 2010;
Environmental FirstSearch Report (InfoMap Technologies), West
Extension, Arlington County/Fairfax County, VA 22041, dated July 27,
2010;
Greenhorne & O'Mara, Inc. completed, The Phase I Environmental
Site Assessment Columbia Pike (VA Route 244) ROW from Carlyn
Springs Road to South Joyce Street Arlington, VA, dated August 2009;
USEPA’s Comprehensive Emergency Response Compensation and
Liabilities Information System (CERCLIS):
http://www.epa.gov/superfund/sites/cursites/index.htm;
VDEQ Tank Registration Files (USTs and ASTs):
http://www.deq.state.va.us/tanks/fnf.html#forms;
VDEQ Petroleum Releases:
http://www.deq.state.va.us/tanks/fnf.html#forms;
VDEQ Volunteer Remediation Cleanup Sites (Completed and Planned):
http://www.deq.state.va.us/vrp/public.html;
VDEQ Solid Waste Facilities:
http://www.deq.state.va.us/waste/activepermits.html; and
VDEQ Pollution Response Program*:
http://www.deq.state.va.us/prep.

*The VDEQ’s Pollution Response Program (PREP) provides for responses to air,
water, and waste pollution incidents to protect human health and the
environment.  PREP  staff  can  assist  local  emergency  responders,  other  state
agencies, federal agencies, and responsible parties, as may be needed, to
manage pollution incidents. Oil spills, fish kills, and hazardous materials spills
are  examples  of  incidents  that  may  involve  the  DEQ's  PREP  Program.  VDEQ
does not certify this data to be all inclusive or complete. This data is provided
to the citizens of the Commonwealth of Virginia free of charge for
informational purposes only.

12.3 Existing Conditions
Seventy-five hazardous and contaminated material Recognized Environmental
Condition  (REC)  sites  were  identified  within  the  proposed  transit  alignment,
proposed facilities,  or  contained within  the properties  immediately  adjacent
to the corridor. Figure 12-1 shows the locations of these sites. Attachment F
includes a table of the findings from the above referenced database searches,
report  reviews,  and  site  reconnaissance  for  the  identified  sites.  Site
reconnaissance information includes the site’s name, address, database
reference, and description as well as the map identification numbers used in
Figure 12-1.
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Figure 12-1:  Recognized Environmental Constraints (REC) Sites (1/2)
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12.4 Environmental Consequences
Seventy-five REC sites have been identified along or immediately adjacent to
the alignment; however, the development and construction of the Columbia
Pike Transit Initiative is anticipated to have a limited potential to encounter
contaminated or hazardous materials. No fatal flaw has been identified that
would greatly impact the project. The at-grade or near-grade construction of
the majority of the alignment would greatly limit the potential impacts that
may exist within the proposed alignment.

As  detailed  by  the  existing  conditions,  a  variety  of  source  activities  or
materials  in  proximity  to  the proposed Columbia  Pike  Transit  Initiative  could
result in impacts from contaminated and hazardous materials. Some of these
sources could include:

Current or historic retail petroleum operations;
Underground storage tanks at or near a proposed alignment;
Heating oil storage facilities and/or emergency generators;
Unknown or uncontained releases and spills;

 Current and former dry cleaners;
Vehicular releases and emissions;
Waste oils and maintenance activities;
Historic fill material;
Illegal or improper disposal and storage activities;
Historic industrial processes and properties;
Naturally occurring compounds and metals; and/or
Regional or localized contamination.

Impacts  from contaminated materials  could  occur  from any of  the known or
unknown contaminated or hazardous material sites. However, the most likely
scenario of encountering contaminated or hazardous materials would be
related to the construction of the proposed maintenance facility, station
stops, and/or at locations where deeper-seated excavations related to
foundations and/or utility realignments or installations in close proximity to
potential contaminated sites. Subsequently, Table 12-1 details those REC sites
identified in the existing conditions that may have a greater probability to
impact a respective alternative or feature of the Columbia Pike Transit
Initiative,  while  Attachment  F  provides  an  exhaustive  list  of  all  REC  sites
identified along or directly adjacent to the study corridor.
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Table 12-1: Greater Potentially Impacted Known Contaminated REC Sites Due to Proposed Alternatives and Facilities

Station No. Proposed
Feature

Potential
Impacted

Alternative

Ea
Map

Id No.

Reported
Location Address Comments/Description

+/-987+00

Pentagon City
Operation &
Maintenance

Facility

Streetcar Build

72 Former K.T.
Enterprises

12th and Fern St
Arlington, VA

Properties (or portions thereof) may require
acquisition for station stop and row. Locations
have had reported releases, USTs, and had
operated as small quantity hazardous waste
generators. Subsurface investigations should be
completed to determine the potential impact, if
any.

73
Pentagon
Industrial
Complex

1201-1301 South Fern
St Arlington, VA

74 Budget Rent-A-
Car 5601

1200 South Eads St
Arlington, VA

987+00 Station A TSM 2,
Streetcar Build

72 Former K.T.
Enterprises

12th and Fern St
Arlington, VA

Properties (or portions thereof) may require
acquisition for station stop and row.   Locations
have had reported releases, USTs, and had
operated as small quantity hazardous waste
generators. Subsurface investigations should be
completed to determine the potential impact, if
any.

73
Pentagon
Industrial
Complex

1201-1301 South Fern
St,  Arlington, VA

74 Budget Rent-A-
Car 5601

1200 South Eads St
Arlington, VA

1132+40
Westbound
Curbside
Station

No Build, TSM 1,
TSM 2, Streetcar

Build
30 Autos By Good

Guys 3700 Columbia Pike

Long-standing, former gasoline service station with
3 repair bays. Evidence of possible abandoned
USTs.  Several  vent  and  fill  pipes  remain  along
building and in pavement, respectively.

1033+00 Future Station
Stop

TSM 2,
Streetcar Build 66

Quarters
K Navy Exchange
Gas Station

801  South  Joyce  St
Arlington, VA

Future  station  stop  appears  to  be up gradient of
gas station with known contamination.
Groundwater flow and gradient should be
confirmed to ensure no subsurface impacts from
gas station operations.

1056+00 Station D TSM 2,
Streetcar Build 65 Proposed Right-

Of-Way

1400 Block, North Side
Columbia Pike Row,
Arlington, VA

Vent pipe (and potential UST) in sidewalk could
impact subsurface of row upgrades.

1061+00 North Super
Station

No Build, TSM 1,
TSM 2,

Streetcar Build
62 A-One Auto

Clinic
1515 Columbia Pike
Arlington, VA

Property identified as a current auto-repair facility
and a former gas station. Potential exists for
residual  subsurface  impacts  from  former  service
station operations which could be encountered
during foundations for station stop.

1061+00 South Super
Station

No Build, TSM
1,TSM 2,

Streetcar Build
61

Arlington
Residential
Program

1554 Columbia Pike
Arlington, VA

Low potential exists for residual subsurface
impacts  from former  VDOT refueling  center  which
could be encountered during foundations for
station stop.

1101+50 Station G1
No Build, TSM 1,

TSM 2,
Streetcar Build

50

Former parking
lot for Adam's
Square Shopping
Center

2523 Columbia Pike
Arlington, VA

Property  identified  as  a  former  gas  station.   Low
potential exists for residual subsurface impacts
from former service station operations which could
be encountered during foundations for station stop.
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Station No. Proposed
Feature

Potential
Impacted

Alternative

Ea
Map

Id No.

Reported
Location Address Comments/Description

1122+00 Station I2
No Build, TSM 1,
TSM 2, Streetcar

Build

37 Glebe Road
Exxon 24533

1001 S Glebe Rd
Arlington, VA

Long-standing gas station with known subsurface
impacts. Potential exists for subsurface impacts
from current/former service station operations
which could be encountered during foundations for
station stop.

39 Brown's Used Car
Super Center

3200 Columbia Pike
Arlington, VA

USTs  excavated  and  removed  from  property.  Low
potential exists for residual subsurface impacts
which could be encountered during foundations for
station stop.

1150+00 Station J1
No Build, TSM 1,

TSM 2,
Streetcar Build

25 George Mason
Auto Care

4211 Columbia Pike
Arlington, VA

Site identified as a former gas station with known
subsurface impacts.  Case appears to remain open.
Potential exists for residual subsurface impacts
from former service station operations which could
be encountered during foundations for station stop.

1150+00 Station J2
No Build, TSM 1,

TSM 2,
Streetcar Build

26 Vacant lot for
Luxury Auto

4110-4140 Columbia
Pike, Arlington, VA

Property identified as a former gas station.
Potential exists for residual subsurface impacts
from former service station operations which could
be encountered during foundations for station
stop.

1173+00 Station K1
No Build, TSM 1,

TSM 2,
Streetcar Build

19
Parking lot  for
Vacant Former
Restaurant

4717-4719 Columbia
Pike,    Arlington, VA

Property  identified  as  a  gas  station  between 1959
to early 1970's.  Low potential exists for residual
subsurface impacts from former service station
operations which could be encountered during
foundations for station stop.20 Pollo a La Brasa

parking lot
4707 Columbia Pike
Arlington, VA

Sources:
1. Greenhorne & O'Mara, Inc., The Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Columbia Pike (VA Route 244) ROW from Carlyn Springs Road to South Joyce Street Arlington, VA, dated August 2009

(2009 Phase I ESA).
2. Environmental FirstSearch, InfoMap Search Reports, Arlington/Fairfax City VA 22202, dated 07/27/10.
3. AECOM, Field Survey, August 17 and 18, 2010.
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Table 12-2 lists  for  each alternative  the number  of  REC sites  that  would  be
potentially impacted by proposed facilities.

Table 12-2: Number  of  REC  Sites  with  Potential  Direct  Impacts  by
Alternative

Alternative Potential Direct Impacts 1

No Build 2 10

TSM 1 0

TSM 2 5

Streetcar Build 8
Note:
1   Alternatives would also require removal of materials, which could include disposal of solid
and contaminated waste associated with the construction of station stops (No Build, TSM, and
Streetcar Build Alternatives), streetcar track beds, and/or maintenance facilities.
2 Includes construction as part of the Arlington County Columbia Pike Super Stops program.

12.5 No Build Alternative
The No Build Alternative would involve construction of Super Stops generally
within the existing public ROW as part of the Arlington County Columbia Pike
Super Stops program; however, construction activities would be adjacent to 10
REC sites along Columbia Pike and would have potential effects on those sites.
Some  of  the  Super  Stops  would  extend  outside  of  the  public  ROW  onto
adjacent properties. Note that the No Build Alternative includes other
roadway,  streetscape and transit  projects  within  the project  study area that
were not assessed for potential impacts as part of the current study.

The potential realignment of Columbia Pike is assumed to occur under the No
Build Alternative, contingent upon negotiations between the DOD and
Arlington County. Any effects on RECs within the vicinity of the realignment
would be documented under a separate environmental documentation by the
project sponsor.

12.6 TSM 1 Alternative
The TSM 1 Alternative involves bus stop improvements within the existing
public ROW and would not have the potential to directly affect any REC sites.

Should  the land swap with  DOD occur  and Columbia  Pike  isbe realigned,  the
TSM 1 Alternative would follow the realignment; however, there would be no
effects on identified RECs as a result of this alternative operating along the
realignment.

12.7 TSM 2 Alternative
The TSM 2 Alternative involves construction of new, enhanced consolidated
stops that are not included in the No Build Alternative. These stops include
Station  IDs:  A,  B,  C,  D,  Q,  R,  and  S  (See Figure 12-1 for station locations).
Some of the Super Stops and enhanced stops would extend outside of the

public ROW onto adjacent properties. Five REC sites have been identified that
would have potential to be affected due to the construction of the enhanced
station stops.

Should the land swap with DOD occur and Columbia Pike be realigned, the TSM
2  Alternative  would  follow  the  realignment;  however,  there  would  be  no
effects on identified RECs as a result of this alternative operating along the
realignment.

12.8 Streetcar Build Alternative
The Streetcar Build Alternative would require the construction of the streetcar
infrastructure related to the in-street track bed, station stops and
maintenance facilities and therefore could be subject to more potential
impacts from contaminated and/or hazardous materials. The Streetcar Build
Alternative has the potential to directly impact eight REC sites along the
alignment due to construction of station stops and the operations and
maintenance (O&M) facility. Although no demolition would be required for the
Pentagon City O&M facility location, potential relic contamination in the
subsurface, as identified for the nearby Station Stop A on 12th Street near Eads
Street, could be encountered.

The proposed locations of the traction power substations are not anticipated
to directly impact potential known contaminated or hazardous materials sites.

Should  the land swap with  DOD occur  and Columbia  Pike  isbe realigned,  the
Streetcar Build Alternative would follow the realignment; however, there
would be no effects on identified RECs as a result of this alternative operating
along the realignment.

12.9 Potential Construction Impacts
The  Streetcar  Build  Alternative  would  have  some  limited  potential  to
encounter known or unknown contaminated or hazardous material sites
primarily due to the construction of areas that could require more extensive
earthwork and installation of deeper-seated foundations.

Project designers would work with environmental professionals to design the
Columbia Pike Transit Initiative to avoid impacts to and from known
contaminated and hazardous material sites. If contaminated and hazardous
materials are encountered, the materials should be identified, managed, and
handled using best management practices and in accordance with all local,
VDEQ and USEPA regulations.

To  ensure  the  protection  of  the  workers  and  surrounding  properties,  site-
specific environmental health and safety plans should be developed. Material
handling plans, personal protection plans, dust control procedures, and
comprehensive construction environmental control plans should also be
developed for the project to ensure all work is completed in accordance with
the project specifications and all local, VDEQ and USEPA regulations.
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12.10 Minimization and Mitigation Measures
Impacted media or materials that could possibly be encountered include the
site soils, groundwater, underground or above ground storage tank systems,
and asbestos containing materials (ACM) and lead based paint (LBP) should
demolition of any buildings be required.  Encountering any contaminated
materials  during  the  development  of  the  Columbia  Pike  Transit  Initiative
would require mitigation, remediation, and/or removal, as well as protection
from those contaminants during project construction. Any remedial
investigations or actions during the project would depend on the types,
frequencies, and amounts of contamination encountered, if any.

Environmental investigations should be completed in conjunction with the
design of the Columbia Pike Transit Initiative to determine the
presence/absence of any contaminated or hazardous materials which could
impact  the  construction  of  the  project.   Phase  I  Environmental  Site
Assessments (ESAs), including Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests,
should  be  completed  at  local  and/or  VDEQ  offices  to  determine  the  nature,
extent, and any potential off-site migration of contamination at the nearby,
identified  areas  of  concern  that  could  impact  construction  or  for  areas
identified  for  potential  acquisition.   If  required,  a  Phase  II  ESA  could  be
completed at the areas of concern along the proposed alignment including the
collection of soil and/or groundwater samples to better quantify the potential
impacts to the Columbia Pike Transit Initiative.

Project designers should work with environmental professionals to design the
Columbia Pike Transit Initiative to avoid impacts to and from known
contaminated and hazardous material sites. Should impacts be identified,
avoidance or minimization of the impacts should occur to the furthest extent
possible. Designing the Columbia Pike Transit Initiative and its components at-
or  near-grade,  or  elevating  the system using  fill  material  or  structure  would
greatly reduce the likelihood of impacting any contaminated materials.

Best management practices, industry standards, and regulatory-approved
methods should be used during any investigation and upon handling any
materials. Coordination with all required regulatory agencies would be
completed to  ensure  the continued compliance of  the Columbia  Pike  Transit
Initiative. Any work with regard to contaminated or hazardous materials
undertaken as part of the project would be completed in accordance with all
local, Federal, and VDEQ regulatory requirements.

Operations and maintenance aspects would use, where feasible, self-
contained storage systems, and regulatory-approved systems and techniques
and would incorporate monitoring programs, spill response plans and
organizational responsibilities to proactively handle petroleum products,
hazardous materials and waste, and contaminated materials associated with
the operation of the Columbia Pike Transit Initiative.

12.11 Potential Permits
Any permits, approvals or programs with regards to contaminated or hazardous
materials, as shown below, would only be required (or considered) should the
materials be encountered during the planning, design, or construction of the
Columbia Pike Transit Initiative.

Voluntary Remediation
The Columbia Pike Transit Initiative may require the acquisition of properties
that are known to be contaminated and/or if previously unidentified
petroleum releases are encountered within the proposed right-of-way.  The
project sponsors may enter into a Voluntary Remediation agreement with the
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ) to streamline and
ascertain the appropriate remediation of any sites that could be encountered
on the project in accordance with Chapter 160, Voluntary Remediation
Regulations, of the Waste Regulations effective July 1, 2002 (9 VAC 20-160).

Underground Storage Tanks (USTs)
The Columbia Pike Transit Initiative may encounter known or previously
unknown USTs on properties to be acquired or within the proposed right-of-
way. In accordance with Chapter 580 of the Virginia Administrative Code, the
requirements  for  the  Storage  Tank  Program  are  included  under  the  State
Water  Control  Board  and  overseen  by  the  VDEQ.  To  be  in  accordance  with
these requirements and the Storage Tank Program Technical Manual (VDEQ
Guidance Document #01-2024), the removal of regulated USTs requires the
project  to  follow  all  rules  and  regulations,  obtain  a  local  building  permit,
complete a closure assessment, and submit a closure packet within 30 days of
closure of the UST.

Releases of Petroleum or Regulated Substances
In accordance with the Release Reporting, Investigation, and Confirmation
regulations (9 VAC 25-580-190), suspected and confirmed releases from USTs,
above ground storage tanks (ASTs) and other sources (as applicable) would be
required  to  be  reported  to  DEQ  Northern  Field  Office  upon  discovery  of  a
release during the development of the Columbia Pike Transit Initiative.

Hazardous Materials
Though not anticipated, any hazardous materials encountered or released
during construction of the project could require a hazardous waste and
management  permit  in  accordance  with  the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq., Federal Regulations 40 CFR
260-272, Virginia Waste Management Act, Virginia Code §§ 10.1-1400 et seq.,
and the Virginia Administrative Code 9 VAC 20-60-270.61 (40 CFR 270.61).

Asbestos and Lead
 In  accordance  with  Section  40.1-51.20  to  51.22  of  the  Code  of  Virginia,
permits for the removal of asbestos-containing materials (ACM) and/or lead-
based  paint  (LBP)  would  be  required  should  the  Columbia  Pike  Transit
Initiative require the demolition of a building or structure which may contain
these hazardous materials.
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Air Permits
The traction power substations and maintenance facilities may emit regulated
pollutants, and consequently may require air permits. Air Permits would
ensure that these emissions do not harm public health or cause significant
deterioration  in  areas  that  presently  have  clean  air.   The  facilities  will  be
evaluated and determined if they meet the criteria included in the Virginia Air
Pollution Control Law and the Commonwealth’s responsibilities under the
federal Clean Air Act (CAA).
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ATTACHMENT A
Greenhorne & O'Mara, Inc. completed, The Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Columbia Pike
(VA Route 244) ROW from Carlyn Springs Road to South Joyce Street Arlington, VA, dated August

2009
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ATTACHMENT B
Environmental FirstSearch Reports (InfoMap Technologies), Dated July 27, 2010
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ATTACHMENT C
Historic Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps
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ATTACHMENT D
Historical Topographic Maps
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ATTACHMENT E
Historical Aerial Photographs
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ATTACHMENT F
Potential Contaminated REC Sites Summary Table


